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Rectifier Capacitor Filter Stress Analysis When
Subject to Regular Voltage Fluctuations
Kun Zhao, Student Member, IEEE, Phil Ciufo, Senior Member, IEEE, and Sarath Perera, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Lamp flicker levels that arise as a result of voltage
fluctuations can exceed limits set by appropriate standards. New
lamp types such as compact fluorescent lights are less sensitive to
voltage fluctuations as their flicker characteristics are considerably
different compared to those of the traditional incandescent lamp.
These differences could support the moderation of the present
voltage fluctuation and flicker standards and hence the associated
limits. The potential detrimental effects on electrical equipment
which may be caused by relaxation of these limits should be investigated before any changes to the present standards take place.
The impact of voltage fluctuations on a full-bridge rectifier with a
capacitor filter is considered as a case study in this paper. Such a
circuit is found at the front end of many different types of equipment that are connected to the public ac supply network. The capacitor ripple current characteristic is of particular interest. The
research reported in this paper indicates that the filter capacitor
will accumulate and dissipate increased amount of charge when the
rectifier is subjected to ac source voltage fluctuations. The consequence is that the RMS value of the capacitor current will increase,
where the magnitude of this increase is related to the modulation
frequency and magnitude of the fluctuating voltage. Therefore, an
ac supply with a voltage fluctuation component will cause a fullbridge rectifier with capacitor filter to sustain increased stress. This
stress may accelerate the capacitor ageing process, eventually resulting in premature equipment failure. The research indicates that
there is a need for indices other that the short-term and long-term
flicker indices required for equipment compatibility levels.
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Amplitude of the fundamental ac voltage.
Fundamental frequency.
Modulation frequency.
Modulation depth.
Voltage magnitude variation.
Short-term flicker severity index.
Long-term flicker severity index.
Capacitor core temperature.
Capacitor ambient temperature.
Capacitor thermal resistance.
Capacitor total power loss.
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I. INTRODUCTION
LECTROMAGNETIC compatibility standards and guidelines [1] used in the determination of compatibility levels and network planning levels of voltage fluctuations at various points of the power system use flicker severity indices as
the basis of the procedure. Voltage fluctuations are defined as
repetitive or random variations in the magnitude of the supply
voltage. These fluctuations may be caused by rapidly changing
loads, whose power demand is not constant, or by loads which
are continually connected and disconnected. If the fluctuations
are severe enough, they may lead to light flicker, resulting in
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Base resistance of capacitor.
Temperature sensitivity factor.
Base temperature.
Period of capacitor current calculation.
Capacitor instantaneous current.
Slope of the trailing edge.
Capacitor total charge with nonfluctuating ac power
supply.
Capacitor total discharge with nonfluctuating ac
power supply.
Capacitor charging current peak value with nonfluctuating ac power supply.
Capacitor charging time in each half-cycle with
nonfluctuating ac power supply.
Capacitor discharging current.
RMS value of the total capacitor current with nonfluctuating ac power supply.
RMS value of the capacitor charging current with
nonfluctuating ac power supply.
RMS value of the capacitor discharging current
with nonfluctuating ac power supply.
Capacitor total charge with a fluctuating ac power
supply.
Capacitor total discharge with a fluctuating ac
power supply.
Capacitor charging current peak value with a fluctuating ac power supply.
Capacitor charging time in each half-cycle with a
fluctuating ac power supply.
RMS value of the total capacitor current with a
fluctuating ac power supply.
RMS value of the capacitor charging current with
a fluctuating ac power supply.
RMS value of the capacitor discharging current
with a fluctuating ac power supply.
Similar triangle coefficient.
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an unsteadiness of visual sensation. Therefore, flicker can be
used as a metric to indicate the level of voltage fluctuation. The
flicker level depends on the amplitude, frequency, and duration
of voltage fluctuations.
The luminous output of the incandescent lamp is affected by
voltage fluctuations. These lamps are slowly being replaced by
other, higher efficiency lamp types in the residential lighting
market, such as compact fluorescent and other energy saving
lamps. The literature [2] shows that the luminous output of
these new lamp types has a reduced sensitivity to voltage fluctuations than the conventional incandescent lamp. This property
is being used to support a discussion about a relaxation of the
recommended or normative flicker index limits [3].
However, the potential detrimental effects caused by voltage
fluctuations on electrical equipment should be considered before the flicker limits are relaxed. Among the range of various
power quality (PQ) issues, flicker is not normally considered as
a serious problem for equipment. This stems from the conventional thought that electrical equipment can tolerate the voltage
changes [4]. For this reason, there are few investigations carried out on electrical equipment performance and the potential
effects caused by voltage fluctuations of the type that are responsible for flicker.
As an indispensable, cost-effective component, the fullbridge diode rectifier combined with a smoothing capacitor is
widely applied at the input stage of switch mode power supplies
(SMPS), most adjustable-speed drives (ASDs), and other types
of electronic equipment. The component combination is directly
connected to the public supply network. Thus, the impact on a
full-bridge diode rectifier caused by supply voltage fluctuations
is of primary interest.
The aluminum electrolytic capacitor is common design
choice due to its large capacitance, high energy storage, and
low price. Unfortunately, the electrolytic capacitor is responsible for most failures of power supplies and ASD lifetime degradation [5]–[18]. Furthermore, its short life span normally cannot
meet the requirements for long-life system design. The common
opinion about electrolytic capacitor lifetime degradation is that
a high operating temperature will accelerate the process of electrolyte diffusion through the capacitor seals and the processes
that result in chemical changes of the electrolyte and the oxide layer are accelerated at high temperature [9], [19], [20]. In
addition, capacitor ripple current and ambient temperature are
the main contributors to operating temperature increase. Attention in this paper is concentrated on the rectifier filter capacitor
ripple current profile when the capacitor is subjected to regular
sinusoidal voltage fluctuations.
This paper is organized as follows: background details in relation to voltage fluctuations and flicker as a PQ issue are reviewed
in Section II. The characteristics of aluminum electrolytic capacitor are briefly described in Section III, including the power loss
mechanism, thermal model, and lifetime degradation process.
Section IV presents the full-bridge rectifier with filter-capacitor
performance, particularly capacitor ripple-current mathematical
modeling under ideal power supply conditions and regular sinusoidal voltage fluctuations (flicker) conditions. As a case study,
Section V presents capacitor ripple current performance when
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Fig. 1.

Example of a regular voltage fluctuation waveform.

subjected to a constant voltage fluctuation level with various
modulation frequencies, including simulation results and experimental work. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section VI.
II. REVIEW OF VOLTAGE FLUCTUATIONS AND FLICKER
The term flicker can be used to identify and describe the voltage fluctuation phenomenon in PQ studies. The term is derived
from the impact that voltage fluctuations have on incandescent
lamps such that they are perceived by the human eye to light
flicker. Analysis is generally focused on flicker in the frequency
range from 0.5 Hz to approximately 35 Hz since at these frequencies, flicker sensitivity is higher for the human eye–brain
system, resulting in most customer complaints.
Fig. 1 illustrates a voltage fluctuation example [21] that is
considered in flicker studies which arise from sinusoidal amplitude modulation (AM). The corresponding instantaneous voltage with a fluctuation component can be expressed as
v(t) = Vp sin(2πfc t)[1 + m sin(2πfm t)]
m=

ΔV
2Vp

(1)

where Vp is the amplitude of the fundamental ac voltage, fc is
the fundamental frequency, and fm is the modulation frequency.
Moreover, ΔV represents the voltage magnitude variation and
modulation depth is expressed as m. The perceptibility of flicker
depends on the voltage change magnitude ΔV and modulation
frequency fm . The spectral component of the voltage supply
with sinusoidal AM can be established by expanding (1)

mVp
π
sin 2π(fc + fm )t −
v(t) = Vp sin(2πfc t) +
2
2

mVp
π
sin 2π(fc − fm )t +
.
(2)
+
2
2
According to (2), the flicker voltage source contains two frequency components in addition to the fundamental frequency fc :
one is at a supersynchronous frequency that can be considered as
an upper-sideband (USB with a frequency of fc + fm ) and another at a subsynchronous frequency that can be considered as a
lower-sideband (LSB with a frequency fc − fm ). Such spectral
components can generally exist as combinations of various frequency components that are superimposed on the fundamental
frequency with same magnitude and contrary phase angles.
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Electrolytic capacitor model [5].

Combined with voltage change magnitude and modulation
frequency, the severity of voltage fluctuations can be defined
[21] by the short-term flicker severity index Pst and the longterm flicker severity index Plt . These two indices are important
in determining compatibility and planning levels. For the measurement of voltage fluctuations, the flickermeter can be used to
quantify flicker metrics.
III. ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITOR CHARACTERISTICS
As documented in the literature [20], the aluminum
electrolytic capacitor is the primary selection for industrial applications due to its relatively large capacity and low price. Electrolytic capacitors are mostly used in various power converters
in the dc-bus circuit for smoothing voltage ripple, including
full-bridge rectifiers, buck and boost converters, etc. However,
this type of capacitor is responsible for most of the failures of
power supplies [22] and leading to poor reliability and hence
short lifetime. Therefore, the aluminum electrolytic capacitor
could be considered as one of the weakest components in systems such as SMPS and ASDs. The focus in previous studies [9]
has been on the methods or algorithms to determine the electrolytic capacitor equivalent series resistance (ESR) since ESR
can be considered as a significant indicator of electrolytic capacitor lifetime failure prediction. For this reason, it is essential
to understand electrolytic capacitor ageing process mechanism.
According to [5], if the resistance R0 represents the resistance of the foil, tabs and terminals, while R1 accounts for
the electrolyte and C1 is terminal capacitance, and the parallel
combination of R2 and C2 models the dielectric resistance, then
the equivalent circuit in Fig. 2 represents a simplified electrical
model for aluminum electrolytic capacitors. For an electrolytic
capacitor, the operating voltage is, besides the temperature, a
crucial stress factor contributing to the degradation of its lifetime. The higher temperatures will accelerate the deterioration
mechanism which in turn accelerates chemical changes in the
oxide layer and the electrolyte, leading to leakage of electrolyte
vapor through the capacitor end seal. Thus, the relationship between operating temperature, capacitor ripple-current heating
loss, and ESR can be described using (3)–(5) [5]
Tcore = Ta + Ploss Rth
Ploss =

N


(3)

If2n ESR(fn )

(4)

n =1

ESR = Real(Zcap )
Real(Zcap ) =

R2
1 + (2πf )2 C2 2 R2 2
+ R0 + R1base e

( T b a s e −T c o r e )
E

.

(5)

Fig. 3.

Typical full-bridge rectifier.

The capacitor core temperature Tcore depends on the capacitor
ambient temperature Ta , capacitor thermal resistance Rth , and
capacitor total power loss Ploss . Meanwhile, the nature of the
electrolytic resistance R1 is modeled with a base resistance
R1base and an exponential temperature variation controlled by
a temperature sensitivity factor E. Tbase is the temperature at
which the ESR was measured and Tcore is the temperature of
interest for the ESR calculation.
The capacitor ripple current If n corresponding to relative
ESR(fn ) values at frequency fn (where n is the harmonic order)
determines capacitor total power loss. Furthermore, the capacitor ESR value can be obtained by calculating the real part of the
capacitor complex impedance Real(Zcap ). The capacitor ripple
current and ambient temperature are the primary contributing
factors for operating core temperature increase. In other words,
electrolytic capacitor failure has a strong relationship with capacitor ripple current and operating ambient temperature.
IV. EVALUATION OF FULL-BRIDGE RECTIFIER WITH
CAPACITOR FILTER
The circuit of a typical full-bridge rectifier with capacitor
filter, which is connected between the load and power supply
network, is shown in Fig. 3. Generally, the power supply includes some source impedance, comprising a series equivalent
inductance Ls and a series resistance Rs . As is well known, the
filter capacitor stores energy during charging time and supplies
the load during discharging time. The switching converter connected to the dc-bus side of a full-bridge rectifier is assumed
to function as a constant current load [23] for the purpose of
analysis.
In order to compare rectifier capacitor ripple current characteristics between ideal power supply conditions and voltage
fluctuation conditions through mathematical analysis, a series
of assumptions is established.
1) Capacitor charging current waveforms are considered as
similar, right-angled triangles in each half-cycle, as illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. This means that the slope of the
trailing edge (hypotenuse) of all charging current waveforms is the same, expressed as a.
2) The capacitor discharging current (the current drawn the
load connected to the dc bus) is considered as a constant
current and specified as 1 A.
3) The diodes are assumed to be ideal. The power source
impedance, including the series equivalent inductance and
resistance (i.e., Ls and Rs ) are neglected.
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The RMS value of the total capacitor current Icrm s a can be
obtained using the RMS values of the capacitor charging current
Ichg rm s a and discharging current Idis rm s a as follows:
2
Icrm
s

Fig. 4.

Capacitor current under ideal power supply conditions.
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2
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rm s a

2
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s
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2
2
= Ichg
rm s a + Idis rm s a

1 ta
n
I2
=
n(at)2 dt =
ta
T 0
3T p eak a

1 T −n t a 2
I2
=
Idis dt = dis (T − nta )
T 0
T

(9)
(10)
(11)

n 2
I2
(Ip eak a ta ) + dis (T − nta )
3T
T

(12)

 I2
n  2
Ip eak a ta + dis (T − nta ).
3T
T

(13)

=

or
Icrm s

a

=

By substituting T = n/2fc into (13), the RMS value of the total
capacitor current can be established as
Icrm s
Fig. 5.

=


2fc  2
2 (1 − 2f t ).
Ip eak a ta + Idis
c a
3

(14)

Capacitor current under fluctuating voltage condition.

B. Capacitor Current Analysis With a Fluctuating
AC Power Supply

A. Capacitor Current Analysis With the Nonfluctuating
AC Power Supply
Fig. 4 illustrates a typical rectifier capacitor-current waveform under normal power supply conditions. It shows that the
capacitor charging-current peak values are constant in each ac
supply half-cycle, labeled Ip eak a . In general, the RMS value of
the capacitor current is calculated over a period T (T = n/2fc ,
where n is an integer) and fc is the fundamental frequency of
the ac supply. The reason for the use of T instead of 1/2fc
for the calculation of RMS value of the capacitor current will
become evident in considering the case where the input voltage
fluctuates, a case presented in the preceding section. Over a time
period T , the total charge Qchg a accumulated by the capacitor is the same as that is discharged Qdis a . This process can
be described using the following equations where the capacitor
instantaneous current is ic :

1 T
ic dt = 0
(6)
T 0
such that
Qchg
and

a

⎧
⎨Q

chg a

⎩

Qdis

a

a

= Qdis

a

nIp eak a ta
2
= Idis (T − nta )
=

(7)

(8)

where ta is the capacitor charging time in each half-cycle (as
illustrated in Fig. 4) and total charging time can be expressed
as nta . Idis is the capacitor discharging current (assumed to be
constant).

Fig. 5 illustrates the typical capacitor ripple current profile
when the circuit is supplied with a fluctuating ac voltage source
[24]. As expected, the instantaneous dc-bus voltage level, the ac
input voltage and the load connected to the dc bus determines
the capacitor ripple current behavior. The fluctuating ac source
leads to dc-bus voltage fluctuations and causes the capacitor
ripple current waveform to be different in each half-cycle, as
illustrated in Fig. 5. It is possible that in some ac input cycles,
the capacitor charging does not take place at all. On the other
hand, the filter capacitor can also draw more current than normal
if the ac voltage peak value is significantly greater than the dcbus voltage during some half-cycles.
Although the periodic nature of the dc bus voltage variations
and the capacitor charging current waveforms are governed by
the ac supply modulating frequency, for the calculation of the
RMS value of the capacitor charging current, a total period
of T is used which is identical to that used when the ac supply
was nonfluctuating. Assuming a minimum ac supply modulating
frequency of 1 Hz (within the range 1–35 Hz), T can be taken as
1 s for calculating the capacitor RMS current. Furthermore, over
the same cycle time of T , the total charge which is absorbed and
released by the capacitor under ideal power supply conditions is
less than that under voltage fluctuation conditions (the proof is
presented in the Appendix). This means that the total capacitor
discharge time will increase and the corresponding charging
time will decrease when considering a constant current load.
Therefore, the following relationship can be given:
Qchg b > Qchg a
Qdis b > Qdis a

(15)
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and

n
⎧
⎪
⎪
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⎪
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n
b

b

2
Icrm
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i=1 Ip eak bi tbi
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 2
T−

= Idis

n




(16)

where Qchg b and Qdis b represent the charge absorbed and released over the period T , respectively, under voltage fluctuating
conditions, Ip eak bn stands for the capacitor peak value in each
half-cycle charging time (tbn ), as illustrated in Fig. 5.
Alternatively, (16) can be expressed as
⎧ n
nI
I
t
t
⎪
⎪ i=1 p eak bi bi > p eak a a
⎪
⎨
2
 2 n

(17)

⎪
⎪
⎪
I
T
−
>
I
t
(T
−
nt
).
bi
dis
a
⎩ dis
i=1

Based on assumption 1 and the characteristics of similar triangles, the relationship between Ip eak a , ta and Ip eak bn , tbn
can be described as
Ip eak bi
tbi
=
= Mi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n)
Ip eak a
ta

= Mi Ip eak

a

tbi = Mi ta (i = 1, 2, . . . , n)

(19)

where Mi is defined as the “similar triangle coefficient.” By substituting (19) into (17), a further relationship can be established
as
⎧ n

⎪
⎪
⎪
Mi2 > n
⎪
⎨
i=1
(20)
n
⎪

⎪
⎪
⎪
tbi > T − nta .
⎩T −
i=1

Obviously
n


Mi3 > n.

(21)

i=1

In addition, the RMS value of the capacitor current Icrm s b
can be established using the RMS values of charging current
Ichg rm s b and discharging current Idis rm s b
2
Icrm
s
2
Ichg

b

rm s b

2
= Ichg

=

rm s b

2
+ Idis

n  tb i


1
T i=1
n

rm s b

i=1

(22)

(at)2 dt

0

Mi3

(Ip2 eak a ta )
3T
n

1 Tb − i = 1 tb i 2
=
Idis dt
T 0


n
2

Idis
T−
=
tbi
T
i=1
=

2
Idis

rm s b
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(23)

(24)

2
Idis
T

Mi3

Ip2 eak a ta


n

T−
tbi .

(25)

i=1

Alternatively, (25) can be expressed as



 n
n
 I2
3 


i=1 Mi
dis
2

Icrm s b =
Ip eak a ta +
T−
tbi .
3T
T
i=1
(26)
By substituting T = n/2fc into (26)



 n
n
 I2
3 2f 


M
c
i
i=1
dis
Ip2 eak a ta +
Icrm s b = 
tbi .
T−
3n
T
i=1
(27)
By substituting (20) and (21) into (27), and comparing the result
with the capacitor RMS current equation under ideal power supply conditions (14), the following relationship can be derived:
Icrm s

(18)

or
bi

3T

tbi

i=1

Ip eak

i=1

=
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b

> Icrm s a .

(28)

The preceding analysis indicates that the total quantity which
is charged/discharged by the capacitor under ideal power supply
conditions is less than that under voltage fluctuation conditions.
The analysis also shows that the capacitor’s total discharging
time will increase if considering the load current as constant.
This indicates that the capacitor’s total charging time will decrease. On the other hand, the capacitor discharging RMS current is proportional to the total discharging time. For this reason,
the capacitor discharging RMS current will increase under voltage fluctuations. Additionally, for the capacitor charging RMS
current, the capacitor will accumulate more charge in less time
when subject to voltage fluctuations, leading to capacitor charging RMS current values increasing heavily compared to the
discharging RMS current values and dominating the total capacitor RMS current increase. This conclusion will be verified
in the following case study.
V. CASE STUDY
As an illustrative example, a 230-V power supply with a voltage change rate of 10% and various modulation frequencies fm
(1–35 Hz) supplies a full-bridge rectifier with a 470-μF capacitor
and a 300-Ω load, as illustrated in Fig. 6. The fluctuating voltage source can be considered as an ideal source superimposed
by positive and negative sequence voltages with frequency fm
(modulation frequency). This leads to two sideband frequency
components; fc + fm and fc − fm . This balanced sideband frequency component can pass through the rectifier and appear in
the capacitor current spectrum. The simulation and experimental results showing capacitor current characteristics, including
charging/discharging performance and current frequency spectrum, are summarized in Figs. 7–12.
Fig. 7 displays the capacitor ripple current frequency spectrum under modulation frequencies in the range of 10–1000 Hz.
It is clear from the figure that the modulation frequency (10 Hz)
component appears as USB and LSB in the capacitor current
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Experiment schematic diagram.

Fig. 8. Variation of capacitor charge/discharge behavior with modulation frequency. (a) Capacitor total charging time. (b) Capacitor total discharging time.
(c) Capacitor charging/discharging quantity.
Fig. 7. Capacitor current frequency spectrum with fm = 10 Hz. (a) Simulation results. (b) Experimental results.

frequency spectrum, which is centered around the capacitor
current harmonic frequencies (i.e., 100 Hz, 200 Hz, . . .). In addition, Fig. 7 also shows that the LSB magnitude of capacitor
current harmonics is not equal to the USB, both in simulation
and experimental results. Furthermore, in the higher frequency
range, the current sidebands are even higher than their “family” harmonics values, as the tenth harmonic (1000 Hz) and its
sideband shows. Some smaller sideband harmonics also appear
which are clearly observed in the experiment analysis.
Fig. 8 illustrates the simulation (blue line) and experimental
(red line) results of the capacitor total charging and discharging
characteristics during a period T (T = 10 s) with a modulation frequency ranging from 1 to 35 Hz. In Fig. 8(b), both
the simulation and experimental results show that the capacitor
total discharge time keeps increasing as the modulation frequency increases and is proportional to the capacitor charge accumulation/dissipation quantities. On the other hand, the reader
should note that the capacitor total charging time decreases as

the modulation frequency increases. This means that the capacitor will accumulate more charge in less time, particularly
at higher modulation frequencies which verifies the analysis in
previous section. Furthermore, in the comparison of simulation
and experimental results which is illustrated in Fig. 8, the reader
should note that the capacitor charging time, discharging time
and charge/discharge rates all change dramatically at modulation frequencies beyond 20 Hz. Thus, the higher modulation
frequency should be given more attention according to capacitor
charging/discharge behavior.
Figs. 9 and 10 display the RMS value of different capacitor current components in relation to increasing modulation
frequencies. The figures show that, as modulation frequency increases, capacitor RMS current increases dramatically, particularly at higher modulation frequencies. Capacitor RMS charging
current and RMS discharging current are the two contributors to
the total RMS value, as shown in the mathematical analysis in
Section IV. Both simulation and experimental results indicate
that the RMS discharging current increases slowly in relation to
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Fig. 11. Variation of capacitor peak current profile at
ulation frequency.
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ΔV
V

= 10% with mod-

Fig. 9. Variation of capacitor current RMS value with modulation frequency.
(a) Simulation results. (b) Experiment results.

Fig. 12. Variation of capacitor RMS current with fm and
results. (b) Experiment results.

Fig. 10. RMS value of capacitor current variation with modulation frequency
in per unit. (a) Simulation results. (b) Experiment results.

an increasing modulation frequency. The primary reason is that
the capacitor dissipates more charge during the longer discharge
time that occurs under frequency modulation conditions.
Compared to the discharging current, the RMS charging current value increases dramatically with increasing modulation

ΔV
V

. (a) Simulation

frequencies, especially at modulation frequencies over 20 Hz.
Under such conditions, the capacitor accumulates more charge
and the total charging time is reduced, which results in the capacitor charging current waveform becoming more distorted than
under ideal conditions. This situation is worse with an increasing
modulation frequency. The RMS value (p.u.) in Fig. 10 reveals
that the charging current RMS value increases by up to approximately 116.3% (115.6% for experimental result) of its value
under ideal power supply conditions with a 35 Hz modulation
frequency. Meanwhile, the total RMS current value increases by
up to approximately 115.3% (114.6% for experimental result).
However, the discharging current RMS values almost remains
the same as the modulation frequency increases. Therefore, one
can summarize that compared to capacitor discharging current,
the RMS charging current dominates the total capacitor current
RMS value. Since the capacitor RMS current is a crucial factor
which accelerates capacitor degradation and ageing time (especially aluminum electrolytic capacitor), the capacitor RMS
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Variation of P st with fm and

ΔV
V

.

current behavior, particularly the RMS charging current component, should be given more attention under high modulation
frequency conditions.
Additionally, Fig. 11 displays the capacitor peak current profile with 10% voltage fluctuation conditions. Fig. 11 illustrates
that the capacitor charging current peak value is higher than
under normal conditions. The situation worsens when the modulation frequency is 35 Hz; the value is higher by about 60%.
This means that the capacitor charging peak value will increase
the risk of capacitor dielectric breakdown.
By investigating the rectifier capacitor current performance
with voltage change rates from 1% to 10% and modulation
frequencies from 1 Hz to 35 Hz, the capacitor RMS current
characteristics can be summarized in Fig. 12. Fig. 12 illustrates
the change in capacitor RMS current trend with different voltage change rates and modulation frequencies. The surface shows
that the voltage change ΔV and modulation frequency fm are
the main reasons behind the capacitor RMS current increase.
Comparing the two surfaces, the experimental results are in
good agreement with the simulation work. Fig. 12 indicates that
rectifier capacitor RMS current increases quickly under higher
voltage change rates and higher modulation frequencies. Therefore, a higher voltage change and higher modulation frequency
will increase the rectifier capacitor breakdown risk.
However, this risk situation cannot be represented by using
the flicker level index Pst since Pst is derived from the impact perceived by the human eye to light flicker. The Pst level
can be illustrated in Fig. 13 with various voltage change rates
and modulation frequencies. According to the Pst curve, the
peak value arises at approximately 8 Hz and decreases as the
modulation frequency increases. Comparing Figs. 12 and 13,
there is a higher rectifier capacitor current but lower flicker
level under high voltage change and high modulation frequency
conditions. Thus, Pst is not appropriate for determining power
system electromagnetic compatibility levels and planning levels
by only applying Pst values. In addition, relaxation of allowable
flicker levels will raise the potential detrimental risk for rectifier
capacitors.
VI. CONCLUSION
An investigation has been carried out to examine the singlephase rectifier filter capacitor stress when subjected to regular voltage fluctuations. The analysis indicates that the filter

capacitor used in the dc side of a rectifier circuit will accumulate and dissipate more charge when it is subjected to input
voltage fluctuations. The consequence is that the RMS value of
the capacitor current will increase. Meanwhile, a simulation and
a related experiment shows that the capacitor charging time decreases dramatically and RMS current increases quickly when
the modulation frequency is beyond about 20 Hz. In addition,
sidebands, which are centered around the capacitor current harmonic frequencies, appear.
For electrolytic capacitors, the ripple current is one important
factor which affects the ageing process. Voltage fluctuations result in the capacitor RMS current increasing dramatically and
this phenomenon keeps deteriorating as the voltage change rates
and fluctuation frequency increases. These ripple currents have
the undesirable effects of raising the electrolytic capacitor temperature and accelerating their ageing process.
Both simulation and experimental work indicate that higher
voltage change rates and modulation frequencies should be considered very carefully. Therefore, a new or advanced voltage
fluctuation index needs to be proposed in order to indicate the
risk to equipment since Pst does not sufficiently reflect this risk.
APPENDIX A
CAPACITOR CHARGE ANALYSIS WITH FLUCTUATING AC
POWER SUPPLY
In order to compare over the same cycle time, the total charge
that is absorbed and released by the capacitor under ideal power
supply condition with that under voltage fluctuation conditions,
three possibilities can be given
1)
Qchg b < Qchg a
Qdis b < Qdis a .

(29)

By substituting (19) into (29) and simplifying
⎧ n

⎪
⎪
⎪
Mi2 < n
⎪
⎨
i=1

n
⎪

⎪
⎪
⎪
Mi > n.
⎩

(30)

i=1

As is well known, Mi is positive real number and n is
integer. Thus, (30) is contradiction.
2)
Qchg b = Qchg a
Qdis b = Qdis a .

(31)

By substituting (19) into (31) and simplifying
⎧ n

⎪
⎪
⎪
Mi2 = n
⎪
⎨
i=1

n
⎪

⎪
⎪
⎪
Mi = n.
⎩

(32)

i=1

According to Lagrange multiplier minima rules, if (32) is
correct, the only condition is that Mi is the same value.
This means that the capacitor charge current waveform
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is same in each half-cycle (no voltage fluctuation condition). Obviously, this is not true for voltage fluctuation
conditions. Therefore, the only conclusion is that over the
same cycle time T , the total charge which is absorbed and
released by the capacitor under ideal power supply condition is less than that under voltage fluctuations condition.
This can be explained by the following equations:
3)
Qchg b > Qchg a
Qdis b > Qdis a .

(33)

By substituting (19) into (33) and simplifying
⎧ n

⎪
⎪
⎪
Mi2 > n
⎪
⎨
i=1

n
⎪

⎪
⎪
⎪
Mi > n.
⎩

(34)

i=1

Mathematically, (34) is correct when taking into account
that Mi is a positive real number and n is an integer.
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